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“For many of us, managing our money is a task, often unpleasant or 
burdensome, that we eventually have to deal with. But from the wise 
and gentle perspective of Laurie Bonser, financial management is not 
something we do, but an expression of all that we want to be. Invoking 
the principles of financial stewardship, she offers healing and thoughtful 
advice on how to infuse our approach to money with our deepest-held 
values and hopes for ourselves and those we love. This is a guide not to 
be read once and shelved, but to be kept near to our sides and hearts for 
regular inspiration and reflection.”  

~ Eleanor Blayney, CFP®, Consumer Advocate CFP Board, President, 
Directions for Women

“Laurie Bonser details how to transform our thinking to comprehensively 
focus on all our resources and to create the abundance mindset that will 
make each of us truly rich!  In Financial Stewardship she creates a simple 
approach to overcome our fears and encumbrances which stop us from truly 
valuing ourselves and gives us the steps to transform our dreams into an 
abundant reality.  This book is truly a gift, thank you Laurie.”

~ Diane Weklar, Weklar Business Institute



“This book is a very encouraging book to move you forward to take 
charge of the different aspects of your financial situation. It has a very 
positive, motivating tone that encourages you face your issues whatever 
they maybe and takes steps to be proactive in getting your financial live 
back on track. This book has many resources that I will be referring to in 
the years to come. Financial advice and explanations, books she references 
(that I will be following up to read) and words of advice/wisdom that can 
be read again and again when I need that motivation to keep on track 
with my financial plans.”

~ R Smith, Michigan business owner

“In a world where financial institutions appear to have stacked the deck 
against much of the population, Laurie has written a book on how to 
achieve financial success as defined by each reader’s own perspective rather 
than that of those who want people to fear the basic ideas of finance.   
Laurie presents a holistic guide to being comfortable and in control of 
your finances.  Think of it as a meditative, organic approach to financial 
management and think of Laurie as a mentor, coach and provider of 
the encouragement that you need to tackle a topic that has become, but 
shouldn’t be, difficult for most people to talk about.”

~ Bryan Scott Larkin, Personal and Business Transformation Consultant



“This is a little different than the typical “how to” book for good financial 
health. It merges information and personal well-being as a basis for 
financial decisions in a way that I found honest and grounding. The 44 
words/message deck in the center of the book are thought- provoking and 
I plan to go back to them again and again. A fast and accessible read that 
offers surprising depth for those looking to think a little more about what 
they want before rushing off to take action.”

~  Liz Jasper, CA

“An enlightening read:   The author provides the reader with thought-
provoking questions specific to how we see ourselves through the 
management of our life resources. In so doing, she offers numerous 
insights into the areas of our lives that we may have ignored, overlooked, 
or just never thought about. I see this book being of value for all ages.”

~ Anna W, NY

“I would recommend this book for anyone who is reluctant to take 
control of their finances – whether it’s because of fear or because someone 
else in their life manages this area. This book explores the ‘why’ or what 
drives our attitude around money and finances. The book is laid out in 
an easy to read format that allows you to step through various ‘messages’ 
with the goal of becoming Aware, Empowered and then take Action. At 
the end you will view your finances – and how they’re managed – the 
same way you would with your physical health. Not scary, just a part of 
living a healthy life.”

~ K. Hickok, NY
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Working with Laurie:  Client Comments

‘Laurie is passionate about her profession. She is never short on quick tips to help 
a client manage or navigate an issue. Her long-term experience as a planner is 
unmistakable given her depth of knowledge on any given topic.’

‘Thank you for the wonderful workshop. I learned so many useful things.   I 
started reading your book and I really liked it. What a wonderful gift you gave 
us yesterday.’ 

‘Thank you for your very informative session last night.  I appreciate the hard 
work you put into guiding women through different phases of our lives.’

‘This wonderful person has tremendous experience and insight when it comes to 
helping you plan for your future. Worth every minute spent with her! 

‘I don’t know if there are many people out there that do what you do, but I 
am grateful to have found you! I am so unsure of so many things right now, 
it’s a comfort to work with someone that looks at every aspect of a client’s 
circumstances not just the financial picture. I was struck by how you seemed to 
pick up on things we hadn’t actually mentioned, like my resistance to listen to 
what the universe has been trying to tell me for many years. My biggest obstacle 
is fear, so what I am hoping for going forward is that you stick with me through 
my confusion and possible resistance to certain ‘scary’ new concepts…together 
we can chip away at that ‘thick skull’ of mine.’

‘Laurie creates a very sacred, comfortable space that allows you to feel open 
and balanced. Her office holds a relaxing atmosphere while maintaining the 
necessary qualities of professionalism. I would highly recommend her to anyone. 
Thank you for your compassionate services, Laurie!’

‘When I came to Laurie I was feeling very anxious and ungrounded. There 
were many things going on career wise for me, and I was having a hard time 
feeling settled down in one or two particular areas. Laurie has a very calming 
presence about her, and worked with me to focus on just a few areas that I 
would nurture, vs trying to do everything. She did some energy work on me as 
well. After the session I felt more centered and relaxed.  She also gave me some 



tools to use at home to help me re-center. I highly recommend Laurie’s services. 
She is one amazing practitioner.’

‘I just wanted to touch base with you regarding your energy work. Since my 
visit, I’ve felt like a new woman. I think I had a vibrational shift of some sort, 
because my outlook has been so very different. Granted, I still have my days, but 
overall I’ve been in much better spirits.  Thanks so much for your help last night. 
That session was very powerful.‘



Dedication

Endless gratitude to all those supportive spirits, both 
earthly and universal, who empower us with love, 

discernment, and community.
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Setting the Stage

I’m writing here for those motivated people who want to replace the 
energy-sapping fear and stress of typical fi nancial conversations and 
decisions with the good vibrations and healthy, thoughtful, long-term 
intentions associated with an abundance focus.  Th is guide is designed as a 
compliment to the Law of Attraction (Abraham Hicks) principles provided 
by Esther and Jerry Hicks (www.AbrahamHicks.com) and the abundance 
message off erings of other noted spiritual voices including Lazaris (www.
lazaris.com), Seth (Jane Roberts), and Frank (Tracy Farquhar).

Th ese overarching principles of attraction, abundance, and universal 
connections are our inspirations and aspirations.  Th e sole purpose of 
this written off ering is to help you build a tangible framework for your 
earthly fi nancial-related endeavors that is capable of fully supporting 
your whole journey within these principles.  We will not be focusing 
here on a myriad of details or specifi c ‘how’ technical solutions, which 
are counter to eff ectively combining our earthly pursuits with universal 
synchronization in our highest and best interests.  Rather, the repeated 
messages will concentrate on the very productive ways we can strengthen 
our inner intuitions, personal connections, and conscious choices to 
become higher vibrational individuals experiencing greater fulfi llment, 
peace, and purpose.
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“The important subject of money and financial success is not the ‘root 
of all evil’ as many have quoted – nor is it the path to happiness.  

However, because the subject of money touches most of you in one 
way or another hundreds or even thousands of times every day, it 
is a large factor in your vibrational makeup and in your personal 
point of attraction.  So when you are able to successfully control 

something that affects most of you all day, every day, you will have 
accomplished something rather significant.  In other words, because 

such a high percentage of your thoughts in any given day reside 
around the topic of money or financial success, as soon as you are 
able to deliberately guide your thoughts, not only is it certain that 

your financial success must improve, but the evidence of that success 
will then prepare you for deliberate improvement in every aspect of 

your life experience.” -- Abraham Hicks

This book provides the very practical ideas, new perspectives, and guidance 
needed to support and maintain the financial abundance and quality of 
life you desire as part of the overall commitment to your spiritual journey 
and growth.  The format consists of short labeled sections and chapters for 
ease of reading and reference.  And it can easily serve as a daily resource 
when facing financial decisions and situations.

I was inspired and guided to combine a unique variety of professional and 
personal experiences to create and share this ‘bridge’ of information as a 
heartfelt contribution to our respective journeys.  So my intention is to 
coach you to fish in your own expanding stream instead of providing a set 
mantra of steps, accomplishments, or success measurements…the latter 
which might at first seem comforting or attention-catching, but actually 
produce a man-made, lowest common denominator result.
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“My purpose is not to solve your problems for you, but to put you 
in touch with your own power. My purpose is not to come between 

you and your own freedom by giving you answers, even to the most 
tragic of problems. My purpose is to reinforce your own strength, for 
ultimately the magic of your being is well equipped to help you find 

fulfillment, understanding, exuberance, and peace.” -- Seth

There were three primary reasons I was compelled to offer the first guide 
on Financial Stewardship in 2014:  

1)  I seek to be part of the process for healing the fear and misinformation 
of how we often view and handle the area of finances in our lives.

2)  I am engaged to raise the awareness of why financial stewardship is a 
vital part of our lives and how it is very much affects many other areas 
such as relationships, health, lifestyle, raising children, leaving a legacy, 
and supporting all our intentions and purpose.

3)  I am charged to be a catalyst for people to empower themselves in 
this area and consequently gained greater power and fulfillment in all 
aspects of life.

For this new book in 2015, there was a fourth reason:

4)  I am inspired and guided by personal study and spiritual experiences 
to offer this ‘bridge translation’ to help us more effectively and fully 
understand how to support the overarching financial abundance 
principles already provided by Abraham’s message and that of many 
other spirit teachers by focusing on how to implement practical, personal, 
ongoing financial decisions in ways that support our overall higher 
vibrational intentions and growth.
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After Financial Stewardship was published, I received many requests 
for additional specific examples to be used by people when teaching 
themselves these new approaches and testing out different decision making 
habits.  So the scenarios and situations included in each section represent 
real life stories for the purpose of stimulating new thought processes and 
consideration of options in your own life; they are not intended to be rules 
for copying verbatim.

We can all visualize the image of an ocean representing endless abundance 
and imagine the sensation of floating in a feeling of fulfillment and 
refreshment.  However, if we don’t have a practical method for converting 
that resource (salt water) into a consumable element (fresh water), then we 
are not able to consume those benefits on a human basis.  So, you’re going 
to learn how to create your own de-salination tool for earthly financial 
life to do your own personal part in co-creating the delivery of the desired 
abundance.  And even if you already have a figurative in-house plumbing 
structure existing for fresh water, the system has to be in the ‘on’ position 
with any obstructions (such as cracks, old roots, or sediments) cleared to 
receive the complete free flow of benefit.  It’s all about actively manifesting 
the results, not stopping part way at the envisioning stage.

This process is also much like a spider weaving a web:  individual, fine 
strands are put into place one by one, but each stage creates a stronger, 
longer lasting form.  And the ultimate goal of the spider’s creation is to 
obtain their expected sustenance and nourishment.


